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E Ho Mai

Grant us 
Knowledge from above,

All the wisdom 
Of the songs. 

Grant,
Bestow, 
Grant us these things. 

Ke Lei Maila ‘O Ka’ula I ke Kai

Ka’ula wears the sea as a lei, 
The light of Ni’ihau shines forth calmly. 
When calm, the Inuwai breeze blows.
The hala trees of Naue then sip the sea.
The hala is from Naue, the woman is from Puna,
Indeed, from the crater of Kilauea. 

E Ala E

Awaken/Arise, the sun in the east,
From the ocean, the deep ocean, 
Climbing to heaven, the highest heaven, 
In the east, there is the sun, arise!

Kūnihi Ka Mauna

Steep stands the mountain in calm,
Profile of Wai‘ale‘ale at Wailua
Gone the stream-spanning plank of Waikini
Filched away by Nounou
Shut off the view of the hill Ipuha’a, 
And the upland expanse of Kapa’a,
Give voice and make answer. 
Dead silence – no voice in reply. 



A Ka Luna I Pu’u’oni’oni’

On the heights of Pu’u’oni’oni’
The company of women sat, 
On the heights of Wahinekapu
On the peak of Kilauea.
Where sat Papalauahi,
For Pele throws her flames in Puna.
For the lowlands at Malama are covered with sands,
Keeping watch over them. Aloha!

It is from Puna that I have come
And I have seen the women gathering noni,
Scratching noni,
Pounding noni,
Marking with noni,
Kapunaiki the long man,
It was a long way for him to travel
He was lame, 
He was stiff.
Arise. My greetings to you.

By Makali’i the leaves of Puna were made bitter,
The waters went by above Kapapala.
The heavy rains fell at Hilo, 
In Hilo and Puna the rains fell. 
O Pele, let us make our abode there
And string the lehua at Hopoe.
You shall string them, I shall wear them.
Arise. My greetings to you. 

A name chant for Pele the woman of the pit. 
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‘O Ke Ahi A Lonomakua 

The fire of Lonomakua,
Used by the woman, Pele,
Is blazing in the uplands of Puna, 
Near the brilliant snow of Mauna Kea,
In the dark smoke of heaven,
And the loud-voiced woman of Pōhākea
Meets with heaven,
A goddess of many body forms, 
Lono are the eyes (of Pele) 
I am the body,

Hawai‘i is sending for me, 
The seer of many tears, 
The forehead of stone collapses/ is defeated,
The sound of stones is projected (waking the sleeper),
The ax with red blinding strikes, 
The cries of birds are heard, 
The voices of many tears of Hilo!

Kilauea is consumed by fire! 
The hot land is scorched,
The fountains of fire ignite (and burst) upward,
Because of the fury of the goddess, 
Puna is darkened by the bitter rain, 
The smoke from the pit is oppressive and 
overwhelming, 
The smoke of Pele is offensive, 
Greetings, woman of the pit…  
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Ua Nani Hāʻena I Ka ʻEhu Kai

Beautiful is Hāʻena in the sea spray
The waves wash on the shore of Haleleʻa
The royal house of Lohiʻauipo
As the ocean stirs over Keʻe

Kaʻilio reaches out towards the ocean
The sun joined with the ocean
The burning sun is felt upon my shoulders
High above stands strong Maunapuluʻo

The coconut trees bend in the winds of Limahuli
The cool winds blow upon the land
Through this wind comes forth the fragrance of lauaʻe
A famous lei indeed

As Makana stands above the heavens
Like a fireball from one end to another
Gliding like a bird in the winds
It’s the first time my eyes met thee

Recalling the sacred school platform
The arrival of the woman
Comes this woman who will entertain
As she is met with Lohiʻauipo

Come forth this beauty of the land
Beloved and cherished is Kauaʻi
Beautiful is Hāʻena in the sea spray
The waves wash on the shore of Haleleʻa
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‘O Pana‘ewa ‘Ōhi‘a Lōloa

Pana‘ewa, a face ‘ōhi‘a 
‘ōhi‘a blemished by the rain

Perhaps cut
cut up by the stick kepakepa 

In the uplands of the Ha‘ili 
Pana‘ewa stands 

Feared is the voice 
yet it is just a voice 

In the name of Hi‘iaka in the bosom of Pele 

While travelling through the district of Pana‘ewa, Hi‘iaka 
meets a mo‘o witch and taunts her with this song. This mele 
is a prelude to battle between the two. Pele sends her host of 
warriors from the pit to aid Hi‘iaka in her battle. Hi‘iaka is 
victorious and Pana‘ewa along with his cohorts are slain. 
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Kua Loloa Keaʻau

Long is the wilderness expanse of Keaʻau
Feather like plumes are the hala trees of Panaʻewa
Wasted are the groves of Lehua
The groves of Lehua remain torn apart
Turned to grey from the heat of the goddess
Puna smokes as rocks roll over it
Reduced to nothing but powder and ashes by the 
Woman
The flatlands of ʻOluea are reduced to coals, 
Puna is charred clean to ʻĀpua!
Uprooted and prodded
Overturned all the way to the sea
Uprooted and prodded
Overturned all the way upland
Furrowed and uneven, degraded
Falling and scattered!
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Hana Waimea

Waimea makes a net to catch the wind
The upper cord is the Kīpuʻupuʻū
It spreads a blood hued rain over the pili grass
Like a feather cloak spread over the trees
The flowers bloom in the forest of Malulei
Reached only by ascending the tall cliffs
The wind blows the Malana rain, reaching everywhere
It is a rain loved by the natives of the place
They enjoy the hearty feast of Kaiāulu
Ea la, ea la, ea

My companions in the cold of Kawaiahulu
Seek warmth by huddling around a fire
There are the multitudes that surf towards the dunes 
of Uluomālama
They are now moving towards Lanimaʻomaʻo
Reaches the waters of Mahiki
There they should at “Puʻuomoeava”
Now they are seeing Poliakamanu again
The birds are sipping the nectar of the lehua
Ea la, ea la, ea

A name song for Kamehameha, the Great
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He Nani Ha’upu

Beautiful are the Ha’upu.
In the gentle wind,
Carried here in the water of Mano

You look down
Look down at the Hula
Like an adorned mat on a path 
That wanders aimlessly about in a grove

It is beautiful here
In Lihue at Wailua
This place has no comparison 
With the sudden rain in the plains

The rain clings completely as it descends,
During the day with great mana
It enlarges the glow of the Sun above

The sweet sounds there
In the plains of Nohili
Along with the feathered lei of the Mamo bird
In the path toward the upland of Hale Mano

May we be part of this forever
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Nā Uwē O Nā Manu

There you are, o ‘Io bird,
Soaring and swaying, with pride,
In the still, towards the sky,
O listen, to his very cry,
“Fuio, Fuio,” voice of the ‘lo bird

Where are you? O fishing bird,
This ‘Iwa, gliding in poise above,
Like a kite, in the gentle breeze,
Often heard, is your very cry,
“Iff, Iff, Iff,” voice of the ‘Iwa bird.

Here comes the wide-eyed bird,
O Pueo, wanderer of the peaceful night,
The fluttering cloth fascinates you,
O you, hear his lonely cry,
“Pio—o, Pi—o,” voice of the Pueo bird.

O Nēnē bird, who flees from man,
The mountain region, is home for you,
Seeds of grasses, are your daily food,
Oh! A loud voice, is his own cry,
“Unele, Unele,” voice of the Nēnē bird.

This concludes my story – ea la e,
Sweet sounds, of the uplands,
“Fuio, Fuio,” “Iff, Iff”, “Pio—o, Pi—o,”
“Unele, Unele,” songs of the birds.

8. Hamakua

The rain at Hamakua, at Opaeula
Drops from above, falls below
You are pierced by the thrust of the needle
Where is it?
Here it is
Where is it now?
Here it is over here
So 
Here is the one who hears nothing
He acts!!!
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The artists are grateful to DAS INSTITUT, 
Hatawa Vaike, Beats of Polynesia, Kiwiroa Marshall 
 
Special thanks to those donors who wish to remain 
anonymous

Cover: Hālau Hula O Na Mele 'Āina O Hawai’i 
with Ei Arakawa and Silke Otto-Knapp, 2014
Courtesy of the artists and Museo Marino Marini, Italy
Photo: Dario Lasagni

Hālau Hula O Na Mele ‘Āina O Hawai’i first opened 
its doors in New York City in May 1968 under the 
guidance of Luana Haraguchi. The halau’s name 
was given by her teacher, Iolani Luahine. The halau 
practices the traditional style of hula and protocols the 
ancient style of hula, known as the kahiko. Haraguchi 
also emphasises the learning of the chant, or `oli, of 
each dance that is learned. Previous performances 
include the Whitney Museum of American Art, New 
York (2014); Museo Marino Marini, Florence (2015); 
MAXXI, Rome (2015); Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto 
(2015) and Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, New York (2015). 
Hulanewyork.com




